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5. Drawdown Module
The purpose of this section is to provide a general overview of the Drawdown Module, including
guidance related to obligating funds, maintaining vouchers, managing program income, and other
related functions such as blocking drawdowns and returning funds to LOCCS. This section includes tasks
performed by grantees (including TA Providers) as well as tasks performed by HUD users. In this section,
references to “activities” also include “TA work plans,” which are submitted by TA Providers in DRGR.

5.1 Overview of Drawdown Module
A Drawdown (also called a Voucher) is a request for payment made by the grantee against the grantee’s
line of credit for services performed in support of one or more activities. All vouchers must be created
at the activity level. Before a grantee can drawdown funds from a grant:
➢ The activity must have enough funds budgeted from a CPD funding source (CDBG-DR, NSP, RIF,
TA, or PFS) and/or Receipt Funds (Program Income); and
➢ The grantee must have two DRGR Users with “Drawdown Roles”: one to create the voucher, and
another to approve the voucher.

5.1.1 Overview of the Voucher Process
In general, to drawdown funds, the following process must be followed:
1. Obligate funds to an activity (any user with a Drawdown role). For TA Providers only, this action
is not required; funds are automatically obligated, after TA work plans are approved by HUD.
2. A grantee user with the “Drawdown Requester” role creates a voucher to drawdown funds for
one or more activities.
3. When the drawdown request is generated, DRGR will perform a preliminary validation to ensure
that enough funds are available. If yes, DRGR will generate a Voucher Number. The voucher is
not sent to the Line of Credit Control System (LOCCS) until it is approved (next step).
4. A grantee user with the “Drawdown Approver” role then reviews and approves each voucher
line item (or the entire voucher). If the voucher has multiple line items, the Drawdown
Approver can approve some line items and reject the others or leave the rest for a later date.
5. DRGR sends the approved line items to LOCCS each night (or on a future date that the
Drawdown Approver specified). However, if a voucher exceeds a drawdown threshold, it is
forwarded to HUD for approval before submitted to LOCCS. At that time, the grantee must also
send its CPD Representative supporting documentation to substantiate the over-threshold draw.
6. LOCCS processes the vouchers overnight from a daily batch file submitted by DRGR. LOCCS
approves or rejects all line items that were sent on one batch (this may not be all line items if
the approver did not approve all line items on the voucher the same day). If approved by
LOCCS, LOCCS sends the line items to the U.S. Treasury for payment. LOCCS also sends the
status of the request back to DRGR. The drawdown results are reflected in DRGR the next day.
7. Once received by Treasury, if Treasury accepts, electronic payment is made to the grantee.
Otherwise, payments rejected by Treasury are noted in DRGR and the grantee must create a
new voucher for the rejected line items.
8. If necessary, grantees can “revoke” or “cancel” and HUD can “revoke” a voucher (or line
item(s)), before the voucher is sent to LOCCS (see Sections 5.2.3.4 and 5.2.3.7). Once a voucher
has been paid by Treasury, the grantee must revise the voucher line item(s) to another activity,
or return funds to LOCCS (see Sections 5.2.3.5 and 5.2.4.2).
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5.1.2 Glossary of Drawdown Module Terms
The following terms are commonly used in reference to the Drawdown Module:
•

Drawdown: A means by which a grantee requests funds from their Line of Credit. Also referred
to as a “Voucher.”

•

Drawdown Roles: To carryout drawdown functions, a DRGR User must have one of the
following roles, which will dictate which permissions they have:
o

Drawdown Requester: This DRGR User can create or “request” a voucher.

o

Drawdown Approver: This DRGR User can approve Voucher Line Items created by the
Drawdown Requester.

•

Drawdown Blocks: HUD can block DRGR users from drawing down funds from activities. When
an activity is blocked, all drawdown activity is prohibited until the block is lifted.

•

Drawdown Threshold: HUD places a limit on the maximum amount of each voucher (i.e. $5
Million). If a voucher exceeds the limit, the voucher requires HUD approval before the voucher is
processed by LOCCS. Grantees must attach supporting documentation to the voucher for HUD
review and approval. Thresholds vary by appropriation. Consult with your CPD Representative
for further information.

•

Fund Type: Refers to Program Funds or Program Income.

•

LOCCS: The Line of Credit Control System (LOCCS) is HUD’s system for processing Program Fund
disbursements. DRGR interfaces with LOCCS and wire transfers approved vouchers to the
grantee’s locally designated account.

•

Maintain: A function in DRGR which allows DRGR Users to act on a Voucher Line Item. For
example, if a Drawdown Approver wishes to approve a Voucher Line Item, the user will need to
click “Maintain” on that Voucher Line Item in order to approve the Voucher Line Item. The
Maintain function also allows users to revise, reject, revoke, and cancel Voucher Line Items.

•

Obligate: A means by which funds are committed to an activity. Funds must first be obligated to
an activity before funds can be drawn from the activity. The definition of obligation varies by
appropriation. Consult with your CPD Representative for further information.

•

Program Funds: Grant Funds authorized by HUD via the appropriation and subsequent grant
agreement(s).

•

Program Income: Generally speaking, Program Income is revenue directly generated by
activities carried out with grant funds. Consult with your CPD Representative for further
information.

•

Program Income Account: An optional mechanism in DRGR by which a grantee can “wall off”
certain program income receipts from being drawn against other activities. Program Income
Accounts should only be used in certain circumstances, such as when a grantee has a written
agreement allowing a subrecipient to retain their program income for other eligible uses.
Consult with your CPD Representative for further information.

•

Program Income Receipt: The process of reporting program income in DRGR. Grantees are
required to report all program income in DRGR. A “Receipt” records that program income has
been received, and a “Drawdown” (of PI funds) reports the program income has been expended.

•

Return Funds: A process by which a grantee has returned funds already drawn in DRGR to
LOCCS. Funds are returned, for example, when your CPD Representative requests the funds be
returned after discovering the funds were drawn for an illegible use.
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•

Voucher: A means by which a grantee request funds from their Line of Credit. Also referred to as
a “Drawdown.”

•

Voucher Actions: The following actions can be carried out by a DRGR User with one of the
Drawdown Roles with respect to vouchers:
o

Approve: A Drawdown Approver can approve one or more Voucher Line Items created
by the Drawdown Requester. Approving a Voucher Line Item will send the voucher to
LOCCS for processing.

o

Create: A Drawdown Requester can create vouchers, the first step in the creation of a
new voucher.

o

Cancel: A Drawdown Requester can cancel a Voucher Line Item already created, but not
yet approved by the Drawdown Approver. Cancelling a Voucher Line Item prevents the
Drawdown Approver from approving the Voucher Line Item.

o

Reject: A Drawdown Approver can reject one or more Voucher Line Items created by
the Drawdown Requester. Rejecting a Voucher Line Item will prevent the Voucher Line
Item from being sent to LOCCS for processing.

o

Revise: A Drawdown Requester can revise an existing Voucher Line Item that has
already been approved and processed by LOCCS. Voucher revisions are typically used to
correct prior mistakes (i.e. due to billing or user error) or, for example, when a cost must
be re-categorized by National Objective, or when a payment must be re-associated from
one activity to another. Consult with your CPD Representative to help decide whether
funds already drawn should by returned to LOCCS, or if a voucher revision is allowable.

o

Revoke: A Drawdown Approver can revoke a Voucher Line Item they have approved,
only if the Voucher Line Item has not yet been processed by LOCCS. Revoking an
approval essentially rescinds the approval, thereby preventing LOCSS from processing
the Voucher Line Item.

•

Voucher Line Item: A voucher can contain one or more Voucher Line Items. DRGR will
automatically create a separate Voucher Line Item for every activity and fund type added to a
voucher by the Drawdown Requester.

•

Voucher Line Item Status: A Voucher Line Item can have one of the following statuses:
o

Approved: The Voucher Line Item has been approved, but not yet processed by LOCCS.
For Program Income Line Items, the final status is “Approved” since program income is
not processed by LOCCS.

o

Completed: The Voucher Line Item has been processed by LOCCS.

o

Open: The Voucher Line Item has been created and is awaiting further action.

o

Rejected: The Voucher Line Item has been rejected by the Drawdown Approver and no
further action can be taken.

o

Revised Pending Approval: A Voucher Line Item has been revised by the Drawdown
Requester and awaits action by the Drawdown Approver.

o

Revised: A Voucher Line Item revision initiated by the Drawdown Requester has been
approved by the Drawdown Approver, and is therefore successfully revised from one
activity to another (or revised to multiple other activities).
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5.2 Grantee User Tasks
The following describes the procedures for grantees’ use of the Drawdown Module.

5.2.1 Grantee Roles
As stated above, a grantee must have at least two users in order to draws funds from LOCCS (Drawdown
Requester and Drawdown Approver). Figure 5-1 shows the capabilities of each Drawdown User Role:
Figure 5-1: Drawdown Role Capabilities

Draw
Requester

Draw
Approver

Obligate Funds

X

X

Search/View Vouchers
and Obligations

X

X

Create of Voucher

X

Approve/Reject a
Voucher Line Item
Revise a Voucher Line
Item

X
X

Approve/Reject a
Voucher Revision
Cancel Voucher Line
Item

X
X

Revoke Approval of a
Voucher Line Item

X

Notes
Enough funds must be obligated in order to
create a voucher. Both Drawdown roles can
obligate funds to activities
Note: this action is not applicable to TA Providers.
Both Drawdown roles can search and view
existing obligations and vouchers
The Drawdown Requester initiates the creation of
a voucher and selects the activities, amounts, and
source of funds (program funds or program
income) to draw
The Drawdown Approver can approve or reject
any voucher line item generated by the
Drawdown Requester
The Drawdown Requester can revise open and
approve voucher line items
Voucher revisions must be approved by the
Drawdown Approver just like regular vouchers
The Drawdown Requester can cancel a voucher
line item only if the voucher line item has not yet
been approved
The Drawdown Approver can revoke an approval
only if the voucher line item has not yet been
processed by LOCCS

5.2.2 Maintaining Obligations
5.2.2.1 Procedure: Obligating Funds to an Activity (Not Applicable for TA Providers)
This procedure describes how to locate an activity and obligate funds to the activity. Obligating funds to
an activity generally means to commit funds to that activity and make funds available for drawdown.
The definition of “obligation” varies by appropriation. Grantees are encouraged to consult with their
CPD Representative to understand what does or does not constitute an obligation.
For some appropriations, entering into a written agreement would warrant an obligation in DRGR. Once
the written agreement is in place, the grantee can obligate the entire amount of the written agreement
for that DRGR activity. The grantee can then create vouchers as invoices from the vendor are paid.
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Note: Grantees are not required to obligate funds every time a voucher is ready to be created. Grantees
can obligate funds to an activity far in advance of voucher creation if the grantee has met the definition
of an obligation. Again, grantees are encouraged to consult with their CPD Representative.
Funds available for drawdown cannot exceed the obligation amount, even if the budgeted amount for
an activity exceeds the obligated amount. For example, if an activity budget is $500,000, and the
obligation amount is $100,000, then a grantee can only draw up to $100,000 for that activity until the
obligation is increased (not to exceed the budgeted amount).
Note: Grantees must obligate Program Funds and Program Income (as applicable).
The Drawdown Requester and Drawdown Approver can obligate funds. To obligate funds to an activity:
1. After logging in and accepting the ‘Disclaimer,’ click the <Drawdown> tab in the navigation bar.
➢

This action opens the “Search for Activities to Obligate” screen (Figure 5-2). This screen allows
you to locate the activity for which you want to obligate funds.
Figure 5-2: Search for Activities to Obligate screen

2. Enter one or more search criteria:
➢ Grant Number – Select a grant number from the drop-down list. Grants available in the dropdown list will be limited to grants the user is assigned.
➢ Grantee Activity Number – Enter a grantee activity number. Users can enter a full or partial
number and use the percent sign (%) as a wildcard search character. Search criteria are not case
sensitive.
➢ Responsible Organization – Enter the name of the organization to whom the grant was
awarded. Users can enter a full or partial name and use the percent sign (%) as a wildcard
search character. Search criteria are not case sensitive.
3. Click <Search>.
➢ This action refreshes the “Search for Activities to Obligate” screen (Figure 5-3) with the search
results listed. If the activity for which you are searching is not displayed in the first page of the
results, do one of the following:
a. To enter different search criteria, click the <Reset> button, and then enter new criteria.
b. To view additional search results, click one of the page links below the results table.
c. To re-sort the search results, click a column header.
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Figure 5-3: Search for Activities to Obligate screen with search results

4. Once the user locates the activity for which the obligation must be updated, click the <Maintain>
link in the ‘Action’ column to the right of the activity. The selected activity appears on the “Add-Edit
Obligation Line Item” screen (Figure 5-4).
Figure 5-4: Add-Edit Obligation Line Item screen

Information about the selected activity appears at the top of the page. Grant budget information
appears below the activity information:
➢ Total Budget – This field displays the total amount of program funds and program income
budgeted to this activity. Users cannot obligate an amount greater than the amount that
appears in this field.
➢ Total Obligated Amount – This field displays the amount already obligated to this activity.
➢ Available for Obligation – This field displays the amount available for obligation to this activity,
which is equal to the Total Budget amount minus the Total Obligated Amount.
➢ Total Drawn Amount – This field displays the amount that has already been drawn down for this
activity (program funds and program income), including any pending drawdowns.
5. Enter the amount to be obligated in the “Obligation Amount” field.
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Note: If an amount has already been obligated, that amount appears in the field. To
update an obligation amount, users simply replace the existing obligation amount with
the new obligation amount. The Obligation Amount must meet the following criteria:
•

It must be less than or equal to the Total Budget amount (users cannot increase
the obligated amount to more than the amount budgeted to the activity); and

•

It must be greater than or equal to the Total Drawn Amount (users cannot
decrease the obligated amount to less than the amount that has already been
drawn down).

6. Click <Save Amount> button.
➢ This action refreshes the “Add-Edit Obligation Line Item” screen (Figure 5-5) displaying the
updated Total Obligated Amount and the message “Obligation Amount successfully saved”.
The Available for Obligation field is also updated.
Figure 5-5: Add-Edit Obligation Line Item screen with updates

Note: in addition to the procedure described above, grantees can also upload activity obligations. For
more information see Section 9 – Data Uploads.

5.2.3 Maintaining Vouchers
5.2.3.1 Procedure: Creating a Voucher
A voucher is an electronic payment request that is sent from DRGR to LOCCS. Each line item on the
voucher is a payment request for work performed, goods purchased, or some other expenditure for a
specific activity. A voucher can contain requests for activities from different grants; however, the grants
must all have the same grantee. For TA Providers, a voucher must contain the activities from the same
grant; activities from different grants is not permitted.
Each voucher line item identifies not only the grant, grantee, activity, and funding source, but also the
specific amount requested (drawdown amount), submission date, and a line item status. The line item
status is updated by DRGR as the voucher moves through the drawdown process.
After a voucher is created and approved in DRGR, it is submitted to LOCCS for processing. Once LOCCS
processes a voucher, it authorizes disbursement of the funds for approved line items.
Creating a voucher is a four-step process:
1.

Select the activities to include in the voucher and the fund type (program funds and/or program
income);

2.

Enter the drawdown amounts for each activity and fund type;

3.

Confirm the drawdown amounts; and

4.

View/download PDF the finalized voucher.
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DRGR guides the user through this process by presenting pages that correspond to these steps. The
steps for creating a voucher are described below:
1. After logging in and accepting the ‘Disclaimer,’ click the <Drawdown> tab in the navigation bar.
➢

This action opens the “Search for Activities to Obligate” screen (Figure 5-3).

2. Click the <Create Voucher> link located in the left column ‘Drawdown’ navigation box.
➢

This action opens the “Create Voucher – Page 1 of 4 (Select Activities)” screen (Figure 5-6).
Figure 5-6: Create Voucher – Page 1 of 4 (Select Activities)
Enter ‘Requested Submission Date’:
This is the requested date by which you would like
the voucher to be submitted to LOCCS.
The date cannot be more than 90 days forward
from the current date.
The default value is the current date.

3. Enter a requested submission date in the ‘Requested Submission Date’ field. The date must be
entered in “mm/dd/yyyy” format.
4. Click the <Add More Activities> button.
➢

This action opens the “Search for Activities to Create Voucher” screen (Figure 5-7 and Figure
5-8). This screen allows users to locate and add activities to the voucher.

➢

Users can enter one or more search criteria, or leave all search fields blank.
Note: search criteria should include the grant number if the user has access to more than one
grant.
Figure 5-7: Search for Activities to Create Voucher screen

5. Click the <Search> button.
➢ This action refreshes the “Search for Activities to Create Voucher” screen with search results
listed.
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6. In the two right columns (Figure 5-8), click a check box to select the fund type for each activity you
want to add to the voucher:
➢ Program Fund – Select this checkbox if the funds for the drawdown should come from HUD
grant funds.
➢ Receipt Fund – Select this checkbox if the funds for the drawdown should come from program
income received/on-hand.
7. Click the <Add Selected Activities to Voucher> button.
➢

The “Create Voucher – Page 1 of 4 (Select Activities)” screen is redisplayed (Figure 5-9). Each
selected activity becomes a line item in the Voucher Items table.
Figure 5-8: Search for Activities to Create Voucher screen with search results
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Figure 5-9: Create Voucher – Page 1 of 4 (Select Activities) screen with Activities and Fund Types selected

8. To add more activities to the voucher, click the <Add More Activities> button, and then repeat
Steps 4 through 7.
Note: To remove an activity from the table, check the box in the ‘Select to Remove’ column next to
the activity to be removed, and then click the <Remove Voucher Item> button.
9. Now that your selection of activities and fund types is complete, click the <Continue> button.
➢

This action opens the “Create Voucher – Page 2 of 4 (Submit)” screen (Figure 5-10).
Note: Two new fields now appear in the top portion of the page:

➢

o

Voucher # – DRGR has assigned a voucher number.

o

Created By – Your DRGR user name appears here.

The ‘Available Amount’ column contains the amount available for drawdowns. You can click the
amounts (dollar values) to view how the system calculated the available amount for drawdown.
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The formulas used to calculate Available Amount are:
= Obligated Amount
– Activity Total Drawn Amt. (PI+PF) + Activity Draw Pending (PI+PF)
– Balance of Program Income (in associated General/RLF/PI Account) +
Pending PI Draws (in associated General/RLF/PI Account)
For Program Income = The lesser of the Obligation Amount and the Sum of all PI Received in
the associated General/RLF/PI Account
– Drawn PI (in associated General/RLF/PI Acct) + Pending PI Draws (in
associated General/RLF/PI Acct)
For Program Funds

Figure 5-10: Create Voucher – Page 2 of 4 (Submit) screen

10. Enter the drawdown amounts in the Drawdown Amount column.
➢ Drawdown Amount cannot exceed Available Amount.
11. If Available Amount is zero, the user must first obligate more funds to the activity (See Section
5.2.2), increase the activity budget (see Section 4 – Action Plan), or both.
12. Users can enter the drawdown amounts per activity and fund type, then click <Update Available
Amount> to view the new available balances considering the amounts entered to draw.
➢ This action will refresh the “Create Voucher – Page 2 of 4” screen and the Available Amount
calculations will be reduced by the amounts entered.
➢ Review each of the activities and the drawdown amounts:
•

If an amount is incorrect, enter the correct amount.
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•

If the user wants to change the activities included in the voucher, click <Cancel
Voucher>. A blank “Create Voucher – Page 1 of 4 (Select Activities)” screen is displayed
and you can select new activities for the voucher.

13. Once the user is satisfied with the entries and selections, click <Submit Voucher>.
➢

DRGR validates the Drawdown amounts, and opens the “Create Voucher – Page 3 of 4
(Confirm)” screen (Figure 5-11). The page allows the user to confirm the drawdown amounts.
Figure 5-11: Create Voucher – Page 3 of 4 (Confirm) screen

Note: After the voucher is submitted, the Voucher Items table is no longer editable. In addition,
each selected activity has been assigned a voucher line item number and the drawdown subtotal for
each grant appears below the table. The total for the entire voucher appears at the bottom of the
table, below the grant subtotals.
14. Review each of the drawdown amounts to verify that the proper amount for the correct fund type
has been entered:
➢ If the user needs to change an amount, click the <Edit Voucher> button and the second page of
the “Create Voucher” screens is redisplayed. The user can revise the amounts and then
continue.
➢ If the user decides to not complete the drawdown, click the <Cancel> button.
➢ If the user wishes start at the beginning of the create voucher process without saving the
current entries, click <Return to Create Voucher (Page 1)>.
15. Attach Supporting Documents associated with the voucher (only required for over threshold
vouchers requiring HUD approval). The voucher threshold is included on the Grant screen in DRGR.
16. Optional but recommended: Add comments in the ‘Voucher Comments’ narrative field for tracking
purposes/grantee records.
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Over-threshold Vouchers
Note: Grantees must attach supporting documentation to over-threshold vouchers that require
HUD approval. Supporting documentation can only be attached one the ‘Create Voucher – Page 3
of 4 (Confirm)” screen (see Figure 5-11).

17. Once the user is satisfied with the amounts and comments (if entered), click the <Confirm Voucher>
button. This completes the voucher creation process.
➢ DRGR sends an email to all grantee users that have Approve Drawdown privileges to notify them
that a voucher has been created. DRGR then displays the “Create Voucher – Page 4 of 4 (View)”
screen (Figure 5-12). This is a read-only confirmation screen. Any line item that had a $0 dollar
value in the Drawdown Amount field on Page 3 does not appear on this page.
Figure 5-12: Create Voucher – Page 4 of 4 (View) screen

18. If the user entered an amount that exceeds the available amount, the system will display an error
message, requiring a correction (reduction of drawdown amount, increase to obligation, increase to
activity budget) before the voucher will be successfully created.
19. If Program Income must be drawn before a voucher line item for Program Funds may be completed,
the System will also display an error message (Figure 5-13).
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➢ In the example in Figure 5-13 the user will need to draw Program Income before Program
Funds. Notwithstanding activities associated with Program Income Accounts (see Section
5.2.5.4), Program Income must be drawn before Program Funds. DRGR will show a message
in the status column (to show the message hover the cursor over the “warning” icon) in
addition to the error message.
Figure 5-13: Example Drawdown Error Message

20. Users can download a printable PDF of successfully created vouchers for their records by clicking the
<Download PDF> button shown in (Figure 5-12).
➢ Figure 5-14 shows an example of a downloaded voucher PDF. If the user has also added
comments to the voucher (see Figure 5-12), these will also be shown in the PDF.
Figure 5-14: Example Printable PDF

Note: in addition to the procedure described above, grantees can use DRGR upload functionality to
create a voucher. For more information see Section 9 – Data Uploads.
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5.2.3.2 Procedure: Searching for a Voucher
To search for a voucher, follow the steps below:
1. After logging in and accepting the ‘Disclaimer,’ click the <Drawdown> tab in the navigation bar.
➢

This action opens the “Search for Activities to Obligate” screen (Figure 5-15).
Figure 5-15: Search for Activities to Obligate screen

2. Click the <Search/Maintain Voucher> link located in the left column Drawdown navigation box.
➢

This action opens the “Search for Vouchers” screen (Figure 5-16).
Figure 5-16: Search for Vouchers screen

3. Enter full or partial search criteria, or leave all search fields blank.
➢ Users may search for vouchers based on status, using the ‘Line Item Status’ dropdown menu, or
search by fund type (Program Funds or Program Income) by using the ‘Fund Type’ dropdown
menu.
4. Click the <Search> button.
➢

This action refreshes the “Search for Vouchers” screen with the search results appearing in a
table below the search criteria (Figure 5-17). If more than ten results match the search criteria,
the first ten results are listed and additional results can be viewed by clicking the results screen
number link below the table.
Note: Each table row is a Voucher Line Item. The voucher number for the associated voucher
appears in the first column. If a voucher has more than one line item, each line item appears as
a separate row in the table.
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Figure 5-17: Search for Vouchers screen with search results

Note: Voucher Line Items are grouped according to their status and are listed in the following
hierarchy:
a. Approved voucher line items
b. Cancelled voucher line items
c. Completed voucher line items
d. Open voucher line items
e. Rejected voucher line items
f.

Revised voucher line items

g. Approved revised voucher line items
5. If the voucher is not displayed in the first page of results, do one of the following:
➢ To enter different search criteria, click the <Reset> button, and then enter new search criteria;
➢ To view additional search results, click one of the page links below the results table; or
➢ To sort the search results, click a column header in the results table.
6. Click the <Maintain> link in the ‘Action’ column to the right of the voucher line item.
➢ The entire voucher is displayed in the “Maintain Voucher” screen (Figure 5-18).
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Figure 5-18: Maintain Voucher screen

7. From this screen the user can select a number of actions, designated by active links in the ‘Action’
column. These links are dependent upon the status of the Voucher Line Item, the user’s drawdown
rights, and whether those rights are Draw Requestor or Approver (see below).
➢ View a voucher or voucher line item (All Users; see Section 5.2.3.3)
➢ Cancel a voucher line item (Drawdown Requesters only; see Section 5.2.3.4)
➢ Revise a voucher line item (Drawdown Requesters only; see Section 5.2.3.5)
➢ Approve or reject a voucher line item (Drawdown Approvers only; see Section 5.2.3.6)
➢ Revoke approval of a voucher line item (Drawdown Approvers only; see Section 5.2.3.7)
➢ Download a PDF of the voucher using the <Download PDF> button (All Users; see Section
5.2.3.1)
5.2.3.3 Procedure: Viewing a Voucher or Voucher Line Item (All Users)
To view a voucher or voucher line item:
1. Follow Steps 1-6 in the procedure: ‘Searching for a Voucher’, Section 5.2.3.2. At the completion of
Step 6, the selected voucher is displayed on the “Maintain Voucher” screen (Figure 5-19).
Figure 5-19: Maintain Voucher screen

2. To view the details of a line item, click the <View> link in the ‘Action’ column for that line item.
➢ This action opens the “View Voucher Line Item” screen (Figure 5-20). This screen displays
detailed information about the selected voucher line item, including the status of the batch in
which the line item was packaged and sent to LOCCS. Other sections of this screen include:
o

Who created the voucher and the date of creation

o

DRGR Information area – including the LOCCS Pay Code Description, which will display a
rejection code if a voucher is rejected by LOCCS to help grantee users identify corrective
actions needed
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o

LOCCS Update area

o

LOCCS Confirmation Information area, including when payment was made

o

Line Item table, with specific information on the voucher line item

o

Revision history (if the voucher has been revised)

o

Approver comments from the Grantee and HQ Approver (if applicable)
Figure 5-20: View Voucher Line Item screen

➢ Additional information describing the content on the “View Voucher Line Item” screen is
provided in Appendix 1.
5.2.3.4 Procedure: Cancelling a Voucher Line Item
If a voucher line item was created in error, and has a status of Open, Approved, Approved Pending HQ
or Approved by HQ, the Drawdown Requester can cancel the voucher. The user cancelling the voucher
line item does not have to be the same user as the one who created it, but must have Drawdown
Requester user rights. After a voucher line item has been cancelled, it still appears on the voucher;
however, its status is Cancelled and no further actions can be performed on the line item.
To cancel a voucher line item:
1. Follow Steps 1-6 in the procedure: ‘Searching for a Voucher’, Section 5.2.3.2. At the completion of
Step 6, the selected voucher is displayed on the “Maintain Voucher” screen (Figure 5-21).
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Figure 5-21: Maintain Voucher screen

2. To cancel this line item, click the <Cancel> link in the right ‘Action’ column.
➢

This action refreshes the “Maintain Voucher” screen displaying the message “Voucher line item
cancelled successfully” (Figure 5-22).
Figure 5-22: Maintain Voucher screen with cancelled line item notice

5.2.3.5 Procedure: Revising a Voucher Line Item
Revising a voucher line item is necessary when a disbursement needs to be moved from one activity to
another (or to multiple activities). For example, a revision may be needed if funds were drawn in error
for an activity. Grantees should consult with their HUD CPD Representative to determine whether or not
a voucher should be revised, or if the situation warrants the need to return funds to the U.S. Treasury
(i.e. an ineligible use of funds or drawing funds in advance of need).
Only a grantee with Drawdown Requester privileges can revise a voucher line item. The user can revise
all or a portion of the original drawdown amount to a different activity or activities. In both situations,
the following conditions also apply:
➢ Both activities must be part of the same grant;
➢ The new activity(ies) must have enough funds obligated to allow the drawdown associated with
the voucher revision;
➢ The activity(ies) to which the drawdown is being transferred must have a status of “underway”
(not cancelled, planned, or completed); and
➢ The giving and receiving activities cannot be blocked See Sections 5.2.4.1 and 5.3.2.4 for more
information about blocking drawdowns.
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Note: You can revise the activity or dollar amount for a voucher line item that has a status of Open (not
yet approved by grantee approver) or that has a status of Completed (paid by Treasury), but does not
have a Transaction Type of Collection.
There are several reasons why you may need to revise a voucher, including:
➢ The activity ID originally selected when the voucher was created is incorrect.
➢ The original voucher drew too much funding for one or more activities.
➢ The grantee may have restructured the projects and activities in the Action Plan, necessitating
the need to revise vouchers to the new activity(ies).
➢ The grantee may have drawn funds against the wrong national objective (i.e. urgent need vs.
low/mod or LMMI vs. LH25).
➢ The grantee returned the funds to the U.S. Treasury. See Section 5.2.5.2 for more information
about Returned Funds.
Revising a voucher line item causes new line items to be created for that voucher:
➢ If all funds on a line item are moved to a different activity, DRGR creates one new voucher line
item. This new line item is for the activity to which the funds are being transferred. The status
of the new line item sets to Open.
➢ If only a portion of the funds are moved to a different activity, DRGR creates two new voucher
line items. One of the new line items is for the activity receiving the transferred funds. The
second line item created is a new version of the original voucher line item less the transferred
funds. The status of both new line items set to Open.
➢ In addition, if a user revises a portion or all funds on a line item to more than one activity, DRGR
creates one additional voucher line item in addition to the line items described above for every
additional activity that is selected.
The original line item remains on the voucher but its status is changed to Revised. This revised voucher
line item can no longer be edited unless the new voucher line items are not approved.
To revise a voucher line item:
1. Follow Steps 1-6 in the procedure: ‘Searching for a Voucher’, Section 5.2.3.2. At the completion of
Step 6, the selected voucher is displayed on the “Maintain Voucher” screen (Figure 5-23).
Figure 5-23: Maintain Voucher screen

2. Click the <Revise> link in the “Action’ column for the line item desired (e.g. line item #2).
➢ This action opens the “Revise Voucher Line Item” screen (Figure 5-24).
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Figure 5-24: Revise Voucher Line Items screen

3. Select the activity for which funds are to be moved to from the ‘Activity # / Activity Title / Available
Amount’ drop-down list.
Note: Only activities that are part of the same grant and with a status of ‘underway’ are listed.
4. Enter the amount of funds to be moved in the Amount field.
Note: The revision amount cannot exceed the Available Amount shown for the selected activity.
5. Optional:
➢ Click the <Add Activity> button if the user wishes to move funds to multiple activities. Repeat
Steps 3 and 4 above.
➢ Click the <Delete Activity> button if the user wishes to delete an activity from the voucher
revision.
➢ Click the <Recalculate Balance> button to view the total funds proposed to be moved and
balance remaining when factoring the proposed amount(s).
6. Select a ‘Revision Reason’ from the dropdown menu.
7. Optional but Recommended: enter a narrative in the ‘Enter Reviser Comment’ field to explain the
revision for an audit trail and recordkeeping purposes.
8. Click the <Save> button.
➢ This action refreshes the “Maintain Voucher” screen with new line items added (Figure 5-25).
Figure 5-25: Maintain Voucher screen after revising line item value
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➢ The original line item (1) has a status of ‘Revised.’ Two new line items (2 and 3) have been added
to the voucher. In addition, DRGR displays the line item number from where the revision(s)
originated. This is also shown in the View and PDF of the revised voucher (Figure 5-26).
Figure 5-26: Revised Voucher - PDF version

5.2.3.6 Procedure: Approving or Rejecting a Voucher Line Item
After a voucher is created and submitted by a grantee Drawdown Requester, the voucher line items
must be reviewed and approved by a grantee with Drawdown Approver privileges. Drawdown
Approvers have the option of approving/rejecting all line items in the voucher or approving/rejecting on
a line item basis.
If a line item is approved, it is either sent to LOCCS for processing in a batch file on the specified
submission date, or, if the grant drawdown threshold has been reached, it is sent to HUD headquarters
for approval before it can be submitted to LOCCS. The status of the line item becomes Approved,
Pending (when sent to LOCCS), or Approved Pending HQ (if sent to HUD).
If a line item is rejected by the Drawdown Approver, the line item remains on the voucher. However, the
status is set to ‘Rejected’ and no further actions can be performed on the line item.
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Any voucher line item still waiting for approval ninety days after the creation date is cancelled
automatically by DRGR. If the voucher exceeded the voucher approval threshold, HUD HQ needs to
reject the voucher.
To approve or reject a voucher line item:
1. Follow Steps 1-6 in the procedure: ‘Searching for a Voucher’, Section 5.2.3.2. At the completion of
Step 6, the selected voucher is displayed on the “Maintain Voucher” screen (Figure 5-27).
Note: one easy way to find vouchers ready for approval is to search vouchers with an ‘Open’ status.
Figure 5-27: Maintain Voucher screen for Drawdown Approvers

1. Optional: To view the details of a line item before approving or rejecting it, click the <View> link in
the ‘Action’ column next to the line item; after viewing it, click the <Return to Maintain Voucher>
button.
2. Change the submission date for the voucher line item if necessary:
➢ The submission date specifies when the voucher will be submitted to LOCCS.
➢ The date can be entered manually, or selected using the pop-up calendar.
➢ The date must be greater than or equal to today’s date.
➢ The date cannot be more than 90 days after the voucher creation date.
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➢ The date cannot be after the activity block drawdown date, if applicable (see Section 5.3.2.4 for
more information on blocked projects and activities).
3. Optional but Recommended: Enter a comment in the ‘Grantee Approver Comments’ field.
4. Click <Approve> or <Reject> link in the ‘Action’ column next to a line item to approve line items
individually; or
5. Select all (or multiple) line items using the checkboxes next to the line items and clicking the
<Approve Selected> or the <Reject Selected> button.
➢ This action refreshes the “Maintain Voucher” page (Figure 5-28), with a message confirming the
approval or rejection appears at the top of the page. The status of the line item(s) is/are
updated and the line item(s) appear(s) in the group of line items with the same status. The
submission date and any comments are now read-only (not shown).
➢ Only approved voucher line items will be sent to LOCCS and result in funds being remitted to the
grantee.
Figure 5-28: Maintain Voucher screen after approval of line items

5.2.3.7 Procedure: Revoking Approval of a Voucher Line Item
If a voucher line item was approved in error, the Drawdown Approver can revoke the approval if the line
item has not yet been submitted to LOCCS and has a status of Approved. After approval is revoked, the
line item returns to the previous status of Open.
Only the Drawdown Approver can revoke approval of a voucher line item. In addition, the user revoking
the approval must be the same user that approved it.
To revoke approval of a voucher line item:
1. Follow Steps 1-6 in the procedure: ‘Searching for a Voucher’, Section 5.2.3.2. At the completion of
Step 6, the selected voucher is displayed on the “Maintain Voucher” screen (Figure 5-29).
Note: the links shown in the ‘Action’ column will only display <Revoke> if the user has Drawdown
Approver rights and approved the line item.
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Figure 5-29: Maintain Voucher screen for revoking approval

2. Optional: To view a line item before revoking it, click the <View> link in the ‘Action’ column; after
viewing it, click the <Return to Maintain Voucher> button.
3. Click the <Revoke> link in the ‘Action’ column next to the line item for which you want to revoke
approval.
➢ This action refreshes the “Maintain Voucher” screen (Figure 5-30), with a message confirming
the revocation at the top of the page. The status of the line item has been updated to Open and
the line item appears in the group of line items with the Open status. The submission date and
comments are now editable.
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Figure 5-30: Maintain Voucher screen with revoked approval and related changes

5.2.4 Other Drawdown Related Functions
There are two other functions that affect activities performed in the Drawdown module. The first
function is ‘Blocking’ an activity from drawdowns. This function is performed in the Action Plan module
by the Grantee Administrator only, but affects other grantee users from performing draws in the
Drawdown module.
The second function enables grantees to classify funds returned in error to the U.S. Treasury.
Both functions are described below.
5.2.4.1 Procedure: Blocking an Activity from Drawdowns
Occasionally, it can be necessary to prevent users from creating drawdowns for a specific activity. This
may be necessary in situations where the Grantee Administrator is aware of certain compliance issues
that may not be known to all staff. Only Grantee Administrator users can set a block on the activity,
which will remain in effect until it is unblocked by the Grantee Administrator. The block is performed in
the Action Plan module.
To perform an activity drawdown block, the action plan containing the activity must have the status of
Original – In Progress and the grant must have an Active status. If the activity is blocked, when a
grantee is creating a voucher, the blocked activity does not appear in search results for creating a
voucher.
To block or unblock drawdowns for an activity:
1. Following login and acceptance of the “Disclaimer,” click <Action Plans> link in the menu bar.
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➢

The “View All Action Plans” screen is displayed.

2. Click link in the ‘Action Plan Status’ column for the action plan containing the activity you want to
block.
➢

The “Edit Action Plan” screen is displayed (Figure 5-31).
Figure 5-31: Edit Action Plan screen

3. Click the link in the ‘Activity Number’ column for the activity you want to block.
➢

The “Edit Activity – Page 1” page is displayed (Figure 5-32).
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Figure 5-32: Edit Activity – Page 1 screen

Check here to Block
Drawdown

4. Check or uncheck the <Blocked by Grantee> checkbox under the ‘Block Drawdown’ heading.
➢ If checked, drawdowns are blocked.
➢ If unchecked, drawdowns are permitted.
Note: the other checkboxes ‘Activity Draw Blocked by HUD’ and ‘Project Draw Blocked by HUD’ will
be checked if a HUD Super User has blocked the activity or project.
5. Click the <Save Activity> button to complete the Activity Block/Unblock.
5.2.4.2 Procedure: Classification of Returned Funds
In certain circumstances, grantees will need to wire funds back to the U.S. Treasury for ineligible
activities, interest earned, or funds returned from beneficiaries. When funds are returned to the U.S.
Treasury, DRGR does not process this return of funds against an activity. When funds are returned and
credited to the grantee’s account in LOCCS, the system creates a ‘Collection Voucher’ in DRGR showing
the status: Completed (Needs Revision). The Collection Voucher must then be revised by the grantee to
the activity associated with the return of funds in DRGR (Figure 5-33). This action is performed using the
<Revise> voucher link in the “Maintain Voucher” screen (see Section 5.2.3.5 for more information about
the revising voucher process).
If funds were incorrectly returned in error and processed as a Collection Voucher in DRGR, users can
classify the erroneous Collection Voucher items using the steps below:
1. Complete steps 1-6 of the Search Voucher process detailed in Section 5.2.3.2
➢ At the conclusion of these steps, the “Maintain Voucher” screen is shown for the selected
Voucher.
2. Click the <Classify Collection> button on the Maintain Voucher page (Figure 5-33).
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➢ This action opens the “Classify Collection” screen (Figure 5-34).
Figure 5-33: Revise Collection Voucher; Classify Collection Voucher Items

Figure 5-34: Classify Collection screen

3. To categorize the Collection Voucher in error, select the checkbox highlighted in Figure 5-34.
4. Click the <Save> button.
➢ Once this action is completed, the Collection Voucher will be highlighted to show it was applied
to the grantee line of credit in error on and will be noted as such on the “View Voucher” and in
the search results of the “Search for Vouchers” pages. See examples shown in Figure 5-35 and
Figure 5-36.
Note: once a Collection Voucher is classified as an error, it cannot be revised.
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Figure 5-35: View Voucher Line Item – Classified Collection Item

Figure 5-36: Search for Vouchers – Classified Collection Item
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5.2.5 Managing Program Income
If a grantee generates Program Income (PI), they must track program income sources and uses in DRGR.
Grantees should consult with their CPD Representative regarding what constitutes “Program Income”
and if certain thresholds exist for reporting purposes (i.e. if cumulative annual receipts are less than
$25,000, the grantee may not be required to report Program Income).
Program Income is managed in DRGR by:
➢ DRGR users with Request Drawdown or Approve Drawdown roles.
➢ Budgeting Program Income at the Action Plan, Project, and Activity Level (See Section 4: Action
Plan for more information);
➢ Creating Program Income Receipts (typically against the activity that generated the PI) – see
Section 5.2.5.1 for more information);
➢ Drawing Program Income on Vouchers (against the activity that expended the PI) – see Section
5.2.3 for more information; and
➢ Optional: Creating Program Income Accounts and RLF Accounts see Section 5.2.5.4.
5.2.5.1 Procedure: Creating Receipts
In general, Program Income is usually receipted against the activity that generated it. All Program
Income receipts must be entered into DRGR, including when:
➢ The grantee or any subgrantees or subrecipients generate program income; and
➢ Subrecipients or subgrantees can retain program income generated and offset future program
funds reimbursement requests. For example, if a subrecipient generated $10,000 of Program
Income, and has eligible expenditures totaling $50,000, the subrecipient would submit a
reimbursement request for $40,000 of Program Funds. In this scenario, the grantee must create
a PI Receipt for $10,000, and create a Voucher with two line items: one line item to draw
$10,000 in Program Income, and another line item to draw the $40,000 in Program Funds.
To Create a PI Receipt:
1. Following login and acceptance of the “Disclaimer,” click the <Drawdown> link in the navigation bar.
2. Click the <Create Receipt> link in the left navigation column.
➢ The “Create Receipt” screen is displayed (Figure 5-37).
3. Select the ‘Grant Number’. The screen will refresh and the Activity dropdown menu activates.
4. Select the ‘Activity Number’ that generated the program income.
5. Enter a ‘Receipt #’.
6. Enter the ‘Amount’ of the Program Income that was generated.
7. Enter the ‘Receipt Date’.
Note: the receipt date defaults to today’s date. Any date prior to today’s date will create an
automatically-generated email to the grantee’s CPD Representative.
8. Optional but Recommended: Enter a comment (i.e. Sold 123 Main St. for $100,000) for tracking and
recordkeeping purposes.
9. The Receipt Status defaults to Open.
➢ Grantees can change the status to ‘Cancelled’ after the receipt is created (see Section 5.2.5.2).
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10. Click <Save Receipt>.
➢ This action saves the receipt and opens the “Search/Edit Receipt Page”.
Figure 5-37: Creating Receipt screen

Note: in addition to the procedure described above, grantees can use DRGR upload functionality to
create a PI Receipt. For more information see Section 9 – Data Uploads.
5.2.5.2 Procedure: Search and Edit Receipts
To search for a receipt, follow the steps below:
1. Following login and acceptance of the “Disclaimer,” click <Drawdown> link in the navigation bar.
2. Click <Search/Edit Receipts> link in the left navigation.
➢ This action opens the “Search for Receipts” screen (Figure 5-38)
Figure 5-38: Search Receipts screen

3. Enter one or more search criteria (Grant #, Activity #, Program Income Account Name, Grantee
Receipt #, Project #, Earliest Receipt Date and Receipt Status), or leave search fields blank.
4. Click <Search>.
➢ This action causes the “Search for Receipts” screen to refresh with the search results
appearing in a table below (Figure 5-39). If more than ten results match the search criteria,
the first ten results are listed. Additional results can be viewed by clicking a page link below
the table.
➢ Each table row is a Program Income receipt. The grantee receipt number for the associated
voucher appears in the first table column. The receipt’s program income account appears
as a separate column in the table.
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5. To edit a receipt, click the <Edit> link on the right of the screen next to the PI receipt.
➢ This action opens the “Edit Receipt Screen”, which is similar in structure and content to the
“Create Receipt” screen shown in Figure 5-37.
➢ The grantee can edit every field on this screen. However, certain rules will prevent the user
from saving the edits. For example, a grantee cannot reduce or cancel the receipt if some or
all of the Program Income has been drawn on a voucher.
6. To save edits click the <Save Receipt> button. DRGR will return the user to the “Search/Edit Receipt
Page”.
Figure 5-39: Search for Receipts Redisplayed with Edit receipt link

5.2.5.3 Procedure: Associating Receipts
Associating receipts is an optional DRGR function and is used for limited purposes.
Grantees can associate two or more PI receipts for tracking purposes. Associating receipts is typically
performed when one PI receipt is split among two or more activities in separate Program Income
Accounts (see Section 5.2.5.4 for more information about PI Accounts).
One situation that would lend itself to associating PI receipts is when a subrecipient is allowed to retain
90% of Program Income generated, with the remaining 10% being used for the Grantee’s Administrative
purposes. In this example, a PI receipt for 90% of the funds would be created for the activity that
generated Program Income and a receipt for 10% of the PI funds would be created for the Grantee
administration activity. The two receipts would then be ‘associated’, using the process described below.
1. Follow steps 1-5 in Section 5.2.5.2 to search for a PI receipt to associate.
➢ The conclusion of these steps will open the “Edit Receipt” page (Figure 5-40).
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Figure 5-40: Edit Receipt screen - Associate New button

2. Click the <Associate New> button
➢ This action opens the “Search/Associate Receipts” page.
3. Users search for Receipts using one or more search criteria, or by leaving the search fields blank.
➢ This action will show search results on the “Associate Receipts” page where users can select
one or more PI receipts to associate with the receipt being edited (Figure 5-41).
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Figure 5-41: Search/Select Receipt Page

4. After selection of the receipts to associate using the checkboxes on the left side of the receipts,
select the <Save Association> button.
➢ This action opens the “Edit Receipt” page (Figure 5-42) with a message confirming the
association and the associated receipts displayed.
➢ The associated receipts will also be shown on the “View Receipt” page (Figure 5-43), which
is accessed using steps 1-4 in Section 5.2.5.2 and selecting the <View> link.
5. Associated receipts may be ‘deassociated’ by selecting the receipts using the checkboxes and
clicking the <Deassociate Selected> button; additional receipts may be associated using the
<Associate New> button.
Figure 5-42: Save Association
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Figure 5-43: View Receipts screen with Associated Receipts

5.2.5.4 Program Income Accounts Overview
Program Income Accounts are used to “wall off” program income generated by Responsible
Organizations. Program Income Accounts are created by grantees to identify activities under funding
agreements with Responsible Organizations that allow these organizations to retain and use PI on their
activities.
For example, if a state allows local governments to retain program income for use on their own
activities, they would set up a PI Account for each of these local governments and assign activities
accordingly. These local governments would need to disburse PI for these activities before requesting
additional Program Funds from the state and notify the state of the transaction so it can be recorded in
DRGR.
Program Income Accounts are established by Responsible Organization. Program Income Accounts
typically include all the activities associated with the Responsible Organization, and may include
different Activity Types.
Note: Program Income Accounts are optional in DRGR. For example, a state may require all PI to be
returned from local governments back to the state. It is important to remember that PI accounts do not
need to be set up if local governments or subrecipients are not allowed to retain their PI.
Program Income generated by an activity in a PI Account can only be used for itself or other activities in
the same PI Account. Any activities that are not assigned to a PI Account will remain in a ‘General PI
Account’. Regardless of whether an activity is assigned to a grantee-created PI Account or whether the
activity is in the General PI Account (unassigned), DRGR requires all PI received in each PI
Account/General Account to be used before Program Funds are used.
Figure 5-44 shows the “math rules” and an example of how DRGR calculates available Program Funds in
consideration of Program Income available on the “Available Amount” screen (see Section 5.2.3.1 for
information on accessing the “Available Amount” screen).
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Figure 5-44: Available Amount screen – calculation including PI/PI Accounts

Total Program Funds Available Activity Amount =
Obligated Amount
– (Activity Total Drawn Amt. (PI+PF) +Activity Draw Pending (PI+PF)
– Balance PI Available of Program Income (General/RLF/PI Account) + Pending PI
Draws (General/RLF/PI Account).

In the example above, the activity shown is part of the “GDHH – PI Account”. Based on the “math rules”
formula, although $3,000,000 is obligated for the activity, only $2,975,000 of Program Funds is available,
as calculated below:
➢ Obligated Amount = $3,000,000
➢ Minus Total Drawn Amount (PI + PF) = $0
➢ Minus Balance of PI Available (PI Account) + Pending PI Draws = $25,000
➢ Program Funds Available = $2,975,000
Note: that all funds available (PI + PF) equal the $3,000,000 obligated amount (since no draws have been
made), but that PI available in the PI Account must be drawn before Program Funds.
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5.2.5.5 Procedure: Adding Program Income Accounts
1. Following login and acceptance of the “Disclaimer,” click the <Drawdown> link in the navigation bar.
2. Click <Add PI Account> link (Figure 5-45) in the left navigation.
➢ This action opens the “Add Program Income Account” screen (Figure 5-46).
Figure 5-45: Add Program Income Account link

Figure 5-46: Add Program Income Account screen

3. Select a ‘Grant Number’ using the drop-down menu.
➢ This action refreshes the “Add Program Income Account” page with ‘Available Responsible
Organizations’ for the selected grant.
4. Enter a name for the Program Income Account
5. Assign Responsible Organization(s) listed in the ‘Available Responsible Organizations’ field using the
<Assign Org> button.
➢ Remove RO(s) from the ‘Selected Responsible Organizations’ field using the <Remove Org>
button.
6. Activities for the selected RO(s) can now be assigned to the Program Income Account using the
<Assign Activity> button (or removed once selected using the <Remove Activity> button).
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7. Once all selections are made, click <Save> to save the Program Income Account.
8. Repeat steps 1-7 to add additional Program Income Accounts, as desired.
5.2.5.6 Procedure: Search/Edit Program Income Account
1. Following login and acceptance of the “Disclaimer,” click the <Drawdown> link in the navigation bar.
2. Click the <Search/Edit PI Account> link in the left navigation.
➢ This action opens the “Search for Program Income Accounts” page (Figure 5-47).
Figure 5-47: Search/Edit Program Income Accounts

3. Enter one or more search criteria (Grant #, Program Income Account Name, Activity #), or leave all
search fields blank.
4. Click <Search>.
➢ This action refreshes the “Search for Program Income Accounts” screen, with the search results
displayed. If more than ten results match the search criteria, the first ten results are listed.
Additional results can be viewed by clicking a page link below the table.
➢ By default, all receipts start in the General Account. When a user creates a Program Income
Account and adds a receipt, it is added to the created Program Income Account.

5.3 HUD User Tasks
Depending on assigned privileges in DRGR, a HUD user can perform one or more of the following tasks
with regards to drawdowns:
Voucher Functions:
➢ View a voucher or voucher line item
➢ Approve or reject a voucher line item
➢ Revoke approval of a voucher line item
Other Drawdown Related Functions
➢ Set a drawdown approval threshold – Define a threshold for drawdowns on a grant; once the
threshold is exceeded, drawdowns require HUD approval.
➢ Block a grant drawdown – Block all drawdowns from being performed on a grant.
➢ Block a grantee drawdown – Block a grantee from performing drawdown actions on a grant.
➢ Block drawdowns at the Project and Activity levels.
➢ Troubleshooting.
In addition, HUD users can search and view Program Income Receipts and Program Income Accounts.
These tasks are described in Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 below.
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5.3.1 Voucher Functions
5.3.1.1 Procedure: Searching for a Voucher
The HUD user search for vouchers function follows the same process as for grantee users. This process is
shown in steps 1-6 in Section 5.2.3.2.
➢ At the completion of these steps the “Maintain Voucher” screen is shown for the selected
voucher line item Figure 5-48.
Figure 5-48: Maintain Voucher screen

➢ Users can click a link in the ‘Action’ column (or click the <Return to Search Voucher> button to
perform another search). The options available in the ‘Action’ column depend on the status of
the line item and the privileges assigned to your user role.
The possible actions for a HUD user are:
➢ View a voucher or voucher line item
➢ Approve or reject a voucher line item
➢ Revoke approval of a voucher line item
Follow instructions in Sections 5.3.1.2, 5.3.1.3 and 5.3.1.4 to perform these tasks (view, approve,
revoke).
5.3.1.2 Procedure: Viewing a Voucher or Voucher Line Item
The view a voucher or voucher line item process for HUD users follows the same steps as for grantee
users. See Section 5.2.3.3 for detailed steps.
➢ At the conclusion of this process, the “View Voucher” screen is displayed (Figure 5-49).
➢ Additional information explaining the content of the “View Voucher” page is found in Appendix
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Figure 5-49: View Voucher screen

5.3.1.3 Procedure: Approving or Rejecting a Voucher Line Item
HUD headquarters (HQ) approval of a voucher is required when the grant threshold for the associated
grant has been reached, that is, if the total amount of the approved voucher exceeds a predefined
threshold. Only vouchers funded by Program Funds would require approval by HUD HQ.
If a drawdown threshold is triggered on a voucher, all line items on that voucher that are approved by a
grantee approver are flagged and sent to HUD for approval. The status of the line item(s) requiring HUD
HQ approval is Approved Pending HQ. Only HUD users with a Drawdown Approver role may approve a
voucher line item(s).
To approve a voucher line item:
1. Follow Steps 1-6 in the in Section 5.2.3.2 - Searching for a Voucher to locate the voucher line item to
be approved or rejected.
➢ At the completion of Step 6, the “Maintain Voucher” screen displays the selected voucher
containing the voucher line item for approval or rejection. The options available in the ‘Action’
column depend on the status of the line item and the privileges assigned to your user role.
2. (Optional) To view the details of a line item before approving or rejecting it, click the <View> link in
‘Action’ column; after viewing it, click the <Return to Maintain Voucher> button.
3. Change the submission date for the voucher line item if necessary:
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➢ The submission date specifies when the voucher information should be submitted to LOCCS.
➢ You can manually enter a date, or select a date using the pop-up calendar.
➢ The date must be greater than or equal to today’s date.
➢ The date cannot be more than 90 days after the voucher creation date.
4. (Optional) Enter a comment in the ‘HUD Approver Comments’ field.
5. Click the <Approve> or <Reject> link in the ‘Action’ column next to a line item.
The “Maintain Voucher” screen is redisplayed (Figure 5-50). A message confirming the approval or
rejection appears at the top of the page. The status of the line item is updated to Approved by HUD
HQ and the line item appears in the group of line items with the same status. The submission date
and comments are now read-only.
Figure 5-50: Maintain Voucher screen

5.3.1.4 Procedure: Revoking Approval of a Voucher Line Item
If a voucher line item was approved in error, HUD users can revoke the approval if the line item has not
yet been submitted to LOCCS. Only items with a status of Approved by HQ can have their approval
revoked. After approval is revoked, the line item returns to a status of Approved Pending HQ.
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Only a HUD user with Drawdown Approver privileges can revoke approval of a voucher line item. In
addition, the HUD user revoking the approval must be the same user that approved it.
To revoke approval of a voucher line item:
1. Follow Steps 1-6 in Section 5.2.3.2 - Searching for a Voucher to locate the voucher containing the
voucher line item for which you want to revoke approval.
➢ At the completion of Step 6, the “Maintain Voucher” screen displays the selected voucher
containing the voucher line item for which you want to revoke approval (Figure 5-51). The
options listed in the ‘Action’ column depend on the status of the line item and the privileges
assigned to your user role.
Figure 5-51: Maintain Voucher screen

2. (Optional) To view a line item before revoking it, click the <View> link in the ‘Action’ column; after
viewing it, click the <Return to Maintain Voucher> button.
3. Click the <Revoke> link in the ‘Action’ column next to the voucher line item whose approval you
want to revoke.
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➢ The “Maintain Voucher” screen is redisplayed (Figure 5-52). A message confirming the
revocation appears at the top of the page. The status of the line item has been updated to
‘Approved Pending HQ’ and the line item appears in the group of line items with the ‘Approved
Pending HQ’ status. The submission date and comments are now editable.
Figure 5-52: Maintain Voucher screen with Status updated

5.3.2 Other Drawdown Related Functions
5.3.2.1 Procedure: Setting a Drawdown Approval Threshold
HUD Super Users can set an approval threshold for drawdowns for a specific grant. Once this threshold
has been reached, any subsequent voucher line items approved by a grantee user also require approval
by a HUD Headquarters user.
To set a drawdown approval threshold follow the steps listed below:
1. After logging in and accepting the “Disclaimer,” click the <Grants> link in the navigation bar.
➢ The “View All Grants” screen is displayed (Figure 5-53).
Figure 5-53: View All Grants screen
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2. Click the <Search> link under Grants in the left column navigation box.
➢ The “Search” screen is displayed (Figure 5-54).
Figure 5-54: Search (for Grants) screen

Enter search
criteria, and then
click <Search>

3. Enter search criteria, or leave all fields blank.
4. Click the <Search> button.
➢

The “Search Grant Results” screen is displayed (Figure 5-55).
Figure 5-55: Search Grants Results screen
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5. Click a link in the ‘Grant Number’ column of the grant for which you want to set a threshold.
➢

The “View Grant” screen is displayed (Figure 5-56).
Figure 5-56: View Grant screen

6. Click the <Edit> link under Grants in the left menu.
➢

The “Edit Grant” screen is displayed (Figure 5-57).
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Figure 5-57: Edit Grant screen

7. Enter a value in the ‘HUD Drawdown Approval Threshold’ field.
➢

The amount entered should not exceed the grant award amount.

8. Click the <Save> button.
➢

This action opens the “View Grant” screen with a confirmation “Success: Grant has been saved”
message at the top of the page and the saved Approval Threshold value (Figure 5-58).
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Figure 5-58: View All Grants screen with “Success: …saved” message

9. You may now <Close> this screen, which returns you to the “View All Grants” screen.
5.3.2.2 Procedure: Blocking a Grant Drawdown
Occasionally, it may be necessary to prevent users from creating any drawdowns for a specific grant.
When this is necessary, HUD Super Users can set a block on that grant, which remains in effect until the
Super User unblocks it. A blocked grant does not appear in search results for creating a voucher. Only a
HUD Super User can block a grant from drawdowns.
To block or unblock drawdowns for a grant:
1. Follow steps 1-6 in Section 5.2.3.1.
➢

At the conclusion of these steps, The “Edit Grant” screen is displayed (Figure 5-59).
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Figure 5-59: Edit Grant screen

2. In the Blocked checkbox under the ‘Block Grant Drawdown’ heading, do one of the following:
➢ Check the box to block the grant from drawdowns.
➢ Uncheck the box to permit grant drawdowns.
3. Click the <Save> button.
➢

This reopens the “View Grant” screen showing a “Success: Grant has been saved” message and
the Blocked Grant Drawdown (Figure 5-60).
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Figure 5-60: View Grant screen with “Success” message and Blocked Grant Drawdown

5.3.2.3 Procedure: Blocking a Grantee Drawdown
Occasionally, it may be necessary to prevent a specific grantee from creating drawdowns. When this is
necessary, HUD Super Users can set a block on that grantee, which remains in effect until a Super User
unblocks it. As long as the grantee is blocked, the grantee is not able to create any vouchers for any
grants associated with the grantee. Only a HUD Super User can block a grantee from creating
drawdowns.
To block or unblock drawdowns for a grantee:
1. After logging in and accepting the “Disclaimer,” click the <Grantee> link in the navigation bar.
➢

The “View All Grantees” screen is displayed.

2. Click <Search> under Grantee in the left navigation menu box.
➢

The “Search” screen is displayed.

3. Enter search criteria or leave all search fields blank.
4. Click <Search>.
➢

The “Search Grantee Results” screen is displayed.

5. Click the link in the ‘Grantee Name’ column of the grant that you want to block.
➢

The “View Grantee” screen is displayed.

6. Click <Edit> in the left menu.
➢

The “Edit Grantee” screen is displayed (Figure 5-61).
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Figure 5-61: Edit Grantee screen

7. In the Blocked checkbox under the ‘Block Drawdown’ heading, do one of the following:
➢

Check the box to block the grantee from drawdowns.

➢

Uncheck the box to permit grantee drawdowns.

8. Click the <Save> button.
➢

The “View Grantee” screen is displayed.

9. Click the <Close> button.
5.3.2.4 Procedure: HUD Block Project and Activity Drawdowns
HUD Super Users may only want to block drawdowns at the Project or Activity level, as opposed to the
Grant (Section 5.3.2.2) or Grantee (Section 5.3.2.3) level. This may be done to restrict certain Projects or
Activities with known compliance issues, or may be done as part of managing expenditure deadlines for
certain grant appropriations (e.g. P.L. 113-2 grants). As such, HUD Super Users may also set a ‘Block
Drawdown Date’ after which draws will no longer be permitted.
To block a drawdown at the Project or Activity level, follow the steps below:
1. After logging in and accepting the “Disclaimer,” click the <Admin> link in the navigation bar.
➢

The “Search for Projects/Activities” screen is displayed (Figure 5-62).
Figure 5-62: Search for Projects/Activities screen

2. Enter one or more search terms or leave the search fields blank and click the <Search> button.
➢

The “Search for Projects/Activities” screen is refreshed with results listed below the search fields
(Figure 5-63).
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Figure 5-63: Search Results for Block Project/Activity

3. HUD Super Users may now locate the Activity or Activities you wish to Block (or Unblock, if it is
already Blocked), and click a checkbox for the appropriate activity in the ‘Select (All)’ left column.
4. Depending on your intent, click either the <Block Activities> button, where upon the Activities
selected on the “Result Pages” are blocked, or <Unblock Activities> button, which results in the
Activities selected being unblocked.
➢

In either case, the system re-opens the “Search for Activities” screen showing the new ‘Block
Status’ of the activities in the right column of the table. A message is also included on the screen
stating that “Selected activities were successfully blocked (unblocked)”.

5. Optional: To set a Block Drawdown Date, enter a date in the ‘Select Block Drawdown Date’ field.
6. Depending on your intent, click either <Block Activity Drawdown Date>, whereupon the Activities
selected are updated with a ‘Block Date’, or <Unblock Activity Drawdown Date> button, which
results in the ‘Block Date’ for the Activities selected being removed.
➢ In either case, the system re-opens the “Search for Projects/Activities” screen showing the new
‘HUD Activity Block Date’ of the activities in the right column of the table. A message is also
included on the screen stating that “Selected activities drawdown date were successfully
blocked (unblocked)”.

5.3.3 Program Income Functions
5.3.3.1 Procedure: Search/View Receipt
HUD users can search and view receipts but are not able to edit PI receipts.
1. After logging in and accepting the “Disclaimer,” click the <Drawdown> link in the menu bar.
➢

The “Drawdown Search for Vouchers” screen is displayed.

2. Click the <Search/View Receipts> link in the left navigation menu.
➢

The “Search for Receipts” screen appears (Figure 5-64).
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Figure 5-64: Search for Receipts screen

3. Enter one or more search criteria (Grant #, Activity #, HUD Office, Program Income Account Name,
Grantee Receipt #, State/Territory, Project #, Earliest Receipt Date, Grantee Name, Receipt Status),
or leave all search fields blank.
4. Click the <Search> button.
➢

The “Search for Receipts” screen is redisplayed (Figure 5-65), with the search results. If more
than ten results match the search criteria, the first ten results are listed. Additional results can
be viewed by clicking a page link below the table.
Figure 5-65: Search for Receipts screen redisplayed with Results

5.3.3.2 Procedure: Search/View Program Income Accounts
HUD users can search and view Program Income Accounts but are not able to edit PI Accounts.
1. After logging in and accepting the “Disclaimer,” click the <Drawdown> link in the menu bar.
➢

The “Drawdown Search for Vouchers” screen is displayed.

2. Click the <Search/View PI Accounts> link in the left navigation menu.
➢

The “Search for Program Income Accounts” screen appears (Figure 5-66).
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Figure 5-66: Search for Program Income Accounts screen

3. Enter one or more search criteria (Grant #, HUD Office, Program Income Account, State/Territory,
Grantee Activity #, Grantee Name), or leave all search fields blank.
4. Click the <Search> button.
➢

The “Search for Program Income Account” screen is redisplayed (Figure 5-67), with the search
results. If more than ten results match the search criteria, the first ten results are listed.
Additional results can be viewed by clicking a page link below the table.
Figure 5-67: Search for Program Income Accounts screen redisplayed with Results
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Appendix 1 View Voucher Line Item – description of information
The table below provides additional information on the content included in the “View Voucher Line
Item” screen referenced in Sections 5.2.3.3 and 5.3.1.2.
Area
DRGR Information

Field
DRGR Status

Batch #

Batch Date
LOCCS Control #
LOCCS Status

LOCCS Update

Batch Updated By
Date Updated
Special Remarks

LOCCS
Confirmation
Information

Confirm Batch #
Confirm Batch Date
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Description
The status of this voucher item:
Open
Initial status
Approved
Voucher approved
Pending
Voucher pending receipt by LOCCS
Canceled
The grantee canceled an Open voucher
Completed
Voucher paid through LOCCS
Revoked
Grantee revoked voucher approval
Grantee revised HUD Activity Number
Revised
drawing the funds from this voucher
The LOCCS batch number in which this line item was
processed. If this field displays all zeroes, the drawdown
request has not yet been sent to LOCCS.
The date that the batch was sent to LOCCS.
A LOCCS-assigned number used to identify the voucher
line item after being processed by LOCCS.
The status of this voucher in LOCCS:
Voucher line item confirmation file currently processing
(Open)
Voucher line item pending confirmation by LOCCS
Voucher line item approved by LOCCS
Voucher line item rejected by LOCCS
Voucher line item rejected by Treasury
On hold
Cancelled by LOCCS
Voucher line item rescheduled by LOCCS
Identifies LOCCS as the batch processor.
The date that the batch processing results were received
from LOCCS.
LOCCS-generated comments about voucher line items that
needed special processing.
The LOCCS batch number in which this voucher line item
was processed after it was received from the DRGR batch.
The LOCCS batch date in which this voucher line item was
processed after it was received from the DRGR batch.
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Area

Field
Confirmation Code

Pay Method
Payment Date
Schedule #
Reschedule
Effective Date
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Description
The LOCCS confirmation code for this batch:
P00 Processed
R01 Rejected, bad batch header
R02 Rejected, batch count off
R03 Rejected, batch total off
R03 Rejected, RCD-BCH-NO does not equal batch
R05 Rejected, out of sequence on RCD-NO
R50 Rejected, invalid grantee/grant/program
R51 Rejected, insufficient funds
R52 Rejected, detail total does not equal voucher total
R53 Rejected, out of sequence on voucher line number
R54 Rejected, duplicate voucher number
R55 Rejected, failed conversion edits
R59 Rejected, other voucher lines failed edits
R99 Rejected, missing required information
H01 Held, missing payment information
H02 Held, suspension
H03 Held, funding problem
Identifies method of payment (check or direct deposit).
Date that the payment issued.
Number used to identify payment.
Identifies whether the payment was rescheduled.
Identifies reschedule date.
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